JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1G16 - GERMANY (1930s)
<10/95>
[u-bit # 39213460]
03:00:08 1) exterior of building with sign: “Austellung Entartete Kunst
(S) Library Preservation
- Eintritt Frei” (=Decadent Art Exhibit - No Charge),
1346-1-1
people coming out of building with cars parked in front, interior
[also see below
with large crowd including Nazis looking at paintings (including
03:07:07-03:07:59&
paintings by Nolde, Kirchner, Campendonk and many others),
03:11:21-03:12:07]
some CUs of paintings
03:01:53
exterior of building with sign: “Antibolschewistische...”
03:02:03
Nazi flag
03:02:07
exterior of building with sign: “Antibolschewistische Ausstellung”
(=anti-Bolshevik exhibit), large crowd in line including many Nazis,
-03:02:28 crowd into building
03:02:30 2) children’s party - approx. 6-year olds sitting at long table outdoors,
-03:02:57 decorated with Swastika flag, children eating cake, boys looking at
posters: “Der Stuermer - 4000 Jahre Krieg” and “Berliner...”

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-2

03:03:00 3) large church exterior, marching band in uniform, civilians marching
-03:03:23 by one carrying Swastika flag

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-3

03:03:25 4) celebration in city square - huge crowd, people at tables, dancing,
many Nazi flags hanging from buildings, Nazis among crowd and
at tables
03:04:31
rally - huge crowd in front of church raising arms in Nazi salute,
various views of crowd, carillon in church tower (not Munich),
-03:05:39 Swastikas hanging from buildings, street scene with old buildings

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-4

03:05:41 5) Jungmaedels with flag marching on rural road with some cars
-03:06:20 passing by, young women sitting on steps of building, two women
gardening in rural area being greeted by two Jungmaedels

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-5
[also see below
03:06:25-03:07:25]

03:06:25 6) Jungmaedels marching on rural road, sitting down on side of road,
-03:07:25 eating sandwiches, older girl reading book to younger ones

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-6
[also see above
03:05:41-03:06:20]

03:07:27 7) Anti-Bolshevik art exhibit - exterior with big crowd and long line
-03:07:59

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-7
[also see above
03:00:08-03:02:28&
03:11:21-03:12:07]
1G16 -2-
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03:08:00 8) Hitler Youth in shorts and no shirts sitting on grass, Nazi officer
(S) Library Preservation
explaining something on map held by two youths, MCU youth
1346-1-8
listening with mountains in background. CU officer’s hand pointing
to Russia on map, young men running into lake for swim with
mountains in background, at outdoor table eating with tent and
Swastika in background, man cutting meat outdoors at youth camp
with tents and marching youth in background, young men getting
food at soup kitchen, MCU at table eating, CU eating and cutting food
03:09:06
outdoors rally in stadium - HA masses of Nazis lined up, marchers
with flags, MS Hitler Youth with shovels marching
03:09:24
MCU Hitler at rally raising arm in salute, more marchers, views of
audience including Nazis in uniform and civilians saluting
03:10:02
Nazi flags waving in wind
03:10:08
rally in city square, flags on buildings, saluting crowd
-03:10:19
03:10:21 9) Berlin - traffic through Brandenburg Gate, street scenes with
(S) Library Preservation
-03:11:20 traffic, HA people at table in sidewalk cafe, man reading newspaper,
1346-1-9
“Automat” (fast food stand?) exterior with menu in window
03:11:21 10) poster on building about Germany’s colonies in Africa in 1914
and three Swastikas also on building with Nazis and other people
walking on sidewalk below
03:11:25

sidewalk scene with pedestrians including Nazis,
Swastikas on buildings

03:11:25

Anti-Bolshevik art exhibit - exterior with large crowd, interior of
people looking at statues and other artworks, exterior of people
walking into building

-03:12:07
03:12:09
-03:13:00

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-10
[also see above
03:00:08-03:02:28&
03:07:27-03:07:59]

street near rural village - woman pushing cart, sign on side of
road: “Juden Sind Hier Unerwuenscht” (=Jews Are Unwelcome Here),
CU other signs: “Bolshewismus Ist Radikale Juden-Herrschaft”
(=Bolshevism Is Radical Dictatorship Of The Jews), “Juden Sind Hier
Unerwuenscht”, people walking in courtyard with benches at
apartment buildings, CU sign: “Die Gelben Baenke Sind Fuer Juden
Zur Benutzung Freigegeben” (=Jews Are Allowed To Use The Yellow
Benches), people sitting on benches

03:13:01 11) Jewish private school - teacher and girl at blackboard, girl writing
-03:14:26 in Hebrew, students at desks writing, CUs of students, students
playing in school yard, children into school building, CUs walking
by, interior of classroom, girl walking up to blackboard

(S) Library Preservation
1346-1-11
[also see 1G15
07:24:26-07:26:15]
1G16 -3-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
03:14:29 1) people coming out of small church, walking past cemetery
(S) Library
03:15:16
LS amusement park or fair
Preservation
03:15:22
young women (probably “Jungmaedels”) cooking in large kitchen,
1346-2-1
infant care class
03:15:56
sign: “Zum Barackenlager Des Reichsarbeitsdienstes” (=To Labor
Camp), HA camp in mountains, Hitler Youth in shorts marching by,
doing calisthenics, Hitler Youth in uniform with shovels marching by
(most shots with mountains in background), digging in field, digging
canal?
03:17:30
sign: “Gesperrt” (=closed) next to road, cars driving by, HA Autobahn
without much traffic
03:17:50
HA town; man and woman working in yard of old house, CU mural
on house
03:18:14
old man making violin, street scene in town with bakery, old house
03:18:36
manufacturing of precision instruments - cameras? - interior with men
working in white coats
03:19:34
quiet village scene with old buildings, more manufacturing
03:20:08
LS exterior of factories or coal mines with smokestacks, Hitler Youth
marching by, industrial housing
03:20:37
poster ads for “Grossflugtag In Essen-Muehlheim” (=air show),
people walking by posters, air show - airplanes with Swastikas
taxiing on fields, man demonstrating steering of glider, glider taking
off, men pushing/carrying glider with Swastika
03:22:28
views of castle “Moritzburg” near Dresden
03:23:10
Berlin - view of masses of people in street, LS down street with crowd
and pillars with Swastikas / Reichsadler along street, Swastikas on
buildings, more views of crowds and traffic, people standing and
sitting on top of cars, many flags on buildings, view over crowd and
down street with pillars, many Nazis among crowd, PAN over crowd
and traffic, Brandenburg Gate in background, HA convoy of limousines
through street with saluting crowds
03:24:44
Goering? and Italian VIPs? in open car auto, other limousines following,
crowd lining streets, HA huge crowd including many Nazis pushing each
-03:26:13 other on sidewalk

L-312
03:26:34 1) “Germany 1939” - <Johnson Potter home movies>
- young man in traditional Bavarian costume with 16mm camera,
HA deck scene of liner, steam whistle, people sitting at
swimming pool, swimming
03:27:59
sunset at dusk from ship, over the shoulder shot of silhouette
of couple looking at the sunset

(S) in PA
16mm / Pos
[color-Kodachrome]

1G16 -403:28:05

sign for “Friedrichshafen - Stadtbahnhof” (=train station),

03:31:23
03:32:33

03:37:19

03:44:44
-03:45:03

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
two young men with two dogs walking on sidewalk toward
camera (not in city), CS two young men talking and laughing,
cable railway - POVs of and from train going up, arriving at
station, sign: “Pfaenderpilz Huette”, tourists going up stairs in
mountains toward camera, scenic view mountains, young man
and woman sitting in stream, rushing waters in stream,
putting bottle into stream, man washing face at spring,
young man sitting near stream, opening bottle of wine,
CU young woman with glass and bottle, young man putting
salt on egg and eating it, people walking on street in mountains
POV of sailing boat on lake, CU young men on boat, POV of
water, boys aboard laughing, mountains in background, hoisting
sails, CUs young men aboard
silhouette of town at sunset, exterior “Gasthof Zum Weissen
Roessl” (=restaurant), people in traditional Bavarian clothes
coming out, walking on street, hiking in woods, POV from
mountain, POV from tree - looking as if pine is growing out
of tree with leaves, people hiking, CU boots walking toward
camera; hikers (young men and women from above) into cabin,
pig outside of cabin, woman in traditional clothes at scenic outlook
with lake and mountains in background, woman in cabin brushing
her hair, woman coming out of cabin, other woman brushing
teeth outdoors, woman bringing pot with milk? to young man,
goofy shot of him running off with it, woman cutting loaf of bread
outdoors, CU cutting, breakfast outdoors
scenic view of mountains, PAN down to lake with sailboat, beach
at lake, young woman swimming in lake, sun tanning with head
covered by towel, two young men pushing woman into water,
women sitting on beach, man jumping into lake, sailboat, village
in background, young man and woman carrying kayak into water,
two kayaks on river, POV of castle from kayak, boys feeding pigeons,
POV of kayak from other kayak, boy emptying water in kayak with
cup, boy in kayak shaving, scenic views, sightseeing at ruins of castle,
HA river bend and valley, kayaks on river, men and women in kayaks
relaxing, sightseeing at ruins of another castle, exterior of restaurant,
tourists sitting at table, eating, CU resting and eating outdoors,
boy reading newspaper “Voelkischer Beobachter”, swimming in river,
two girls running into river, silhouette with reflection of sunlight on water,
sunset over rim of mountains with water in foreground, “The End”

